Do we need to exercise?

- Do our operational plans and procedures need testing? NO → YES
- Do we need to check training requirements? NO → YES
- Do we need to practice how we work with other agencies/stakeholders? NO → YES

Does the proposed exercise meet the following requirements?

- Clearly defined aim
- Achievable outcomes
- Measureable objectives
- An evaluation strategy
- A clear state wide benefit
- AND

- Align to one or more of the SEMC exercise priorities

Submit Expression of Interest (EOI)

EWG assess EOI

EWG request exercise proposal

Submit Exercise Proposal

EWG assess Exercise proposal

Endorsed and funding level advised

Exercise Conducted

Exercise Report sent to EWG

EWG Review and submit to SEMC reporting state-level lessons learnt

Feedback provided and closed

Invoice Paid

All vendors paid by lead agency

Agency Reimbursement request to OEM

Endorse and funding level advised

Feedback provided. Option to submit revised EOI

Successful

Unsuccessful

Action by Applicant

Action by Exercise Working Group (EWG)